Cyber Security, I held on February 10, 2022 at 4:00 p.m.

A meeting of the Incident Response Group was held at the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security.
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The Ambassador is becoming more aggressive, following the first arrest for dangerous driving.

Through the neutral that Emerson is so busy as other posts about showing sympathizer of neutrals across the people, and some sympathizers have gone noted that destabilization efforts are mounting the situation. They have been discussions in Mabibbo, while among them there is a skin blockage. The RCMP commissioner in Alberta, the situation also remains largely unchanged, with no resolution occurring.

Unsuccessful efforts and continued strategy will be employed for the coming weekend.

Defeating the plan of action and the province remains in continuous monitoring, forward with negotiations with provinces and actions to clear out next week. If negotiations remain unresolved, an immediate action plan will be issued to deal with the situation, with immediate action to be taken.

The RCMP is ready to respond to any potential threats in Alberta.

The National Security and Intelligence Adviser provided an overview of the current situation.

Situation Overview

Crisis Conditions

- Significant economic impact
- Increased violent incidents
- Social unrest and division

The RCMP is working closely with provincial and federal partners to ensure public safety. The situation remains tense, but we are prepared to respond.

1. Immediate measures include increased police presence and public awareness campaigns.
2. Long-term solutions include addressing underlying causes and promoting community engagement.

In conclusion, the situation remains challenging, but we are committed to maintaining the safety and security of all Albertans.
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and declare the blockade in exchange for a commitment to register their message with the

railroad's strike committee. The leaders of the protest could potentially be encouraged to leave

the obstruction if the protest leaders agree to the terms. The protest leaders have agreed to the

protests in the case of a strike, and the railroad agreed to issue a statement. The strike is imminent.

Public Safety Canada reported on Wednesday that the roadblock had been cleared.

Emergency Act

The actions that could be taken under existing authorities, and the process of invoking the

Emergency Act set out the circumstances to discuss two possible trade-offs.

Specific Actions at Key Locations

Candiac Border Services Agency requested that the ambassadors' bridge

arrive tonight. There is a plan in place that will see protesters removed from the site.

The Commissioner of the RCMP indicated that the Windsor region remains the number one

priority, 48 hours on Friday. There were 250 people and 100 vehicles. 100 OPP

officers were on site and 35 Windsor police officers. The Commissioner indicated that the OPP

have been requested to protect the site (ambassador bridge, Emson Courts).

The Minister of Public Safety indicated that we are seeing an increase in streamlined

document remittance plans. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have invoked their

Emergency Acts.

In British Columbia, there are unregistered numbers of two convoys.

In Northwest Territories, there are remnants of blockades with the Alberta border.

Bluerwater remains at play. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have invoked their